


The StandArt hotel moscow is one-of-a-kind 

experience, where the latest trends meet 

unprecedented comfort. Each room at the 

hotel and the venue in general are the new 

word in public design, stylish retro futurism as 

seen by the people of 1950 s. A vision of 

“ideal society" combined with the benefit of 

modern accessories and luxurious amenities 

from Molton Brown.

CONCEPT
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LOCATION
Strastnoy boulevard, 2

Is the very heart of business and cultural life in 

Moscow. Prime location provides an easy 

access to the hotel which also has its own 

underground.

Parking lot for 30 cars

Walking distance to public transport:

M PUSHKINSKAYA - 2 min

M TVERSKAYA – 2 min

M CHEKHOVSKAYA – 2 min

Walking distance to the main Moscow 

attractions. 15 min walk to Kremlin and Red 

square.
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Theatre of nations
Moscow Museum Of Modern Art

St. Basil's Cathedral

Red Square

Arbat street
Zaryadye park

Tretyakov gallery

Planetarium of Moscow

Kremlin

Bolshoi theatre

Patriarshie ponds

Russian state library

Moscow Hermitage Garden

StandArt Hotel
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StandArt is the hotel, where art lives. Hand-

painted panels were created by talented 

Russian artist Stanislav Tratsevskiy

exclusively for StandArt Hotel. Being inspired 

of its’ extraordinary conception, Stanislav 

painted about 100 masterpieces, which you 

can find in the rooms and all around the 

hotel.

The paintings complement the original 

design, and open the door to the new 

unexplored worlds.

ART
lives here
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Magic mirror HD 
TV with satellite

High-speed 
Wi-Fi

Coffee machine 
with Nespresso

capsules and tea

Air conditioning Mineral water

Desktop with 
writing materials

Phone Minibar High quality amenities 
and bed linen

Room service 
24/7

105 ROOMS & SUITES
14 Twin | 84 King

10 CLASSIC ROOMS | 88 DELUXE ROOMS | 6 LUXE SUITES | 1 GRAND SUITE



CLASSIC
ROOM
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10 rooms | 26 m2 | 279 ft2

Classic rooms have everything you need for a 

comfortable stay. Queen size bed (Single or 

Twin) and panoramic views overlooking a 

Moscow courtyard provide quiet and 

peaceful stay.



DELUXE
ROOM
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88 rooms | 36-43 m2 | 387-463 ft2

Deluxe rooms are the most popular among the 

hotel guests. Each double bed has been stylishly 

built into a unique wooden capsule, which 

emphasize the importance during sleeping time. 

In each Deluxe room with king size bed you can 

find the painting of Russian artist Stanislav 

Tratsevsky, who created unique masterpieces 

specially for The StandArt Hotel.

One of the rooms is fully equipped for the 

comfort of our disabled guests.



LUXURY
SUITE
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6 rooms | 83 m2 | 893 ft2

The elegant Luxury Suites of 70-87 m2 have 

panoramic windows affording magnificent 

views of Strastnoy Boulevard, Pushkin Square 

and Tverskaya Street.

They offer a spacious sitting room with 

illuminated panels, a bright bedroom, two 

separate bathrooms. Luxury Suites are 

convenient not only for business negotiations 

and meetings, but also provide a place to 

relax, away from the bustle and noise of the 

capital.



GRAND
SUITE
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1 suite | 130 m2 | 1399 ft2

The unique Grand Suite room is the StandArt

Hotel‘s premium and most spacious 

accommodation type. Suite is divided into 3 

zones: a bright bedroom, a comfortable living 

room and a separate dining room with mini 

kitchen and bar. Panoramic view on Strastnoy

Boulevard, Pushkin Square and Tverskaya Street 

amaze every guest and make unforgettable 

impression both from the hotel and the city.

On request, guests can combine the Grand Suite 

with a 2-room Luxury Suite and expand the room 

to a spacious 200 m2 and 2 bedrooms.



Gym with the professional equipment from 

Technogym company is divided into a cardio, 

free weights area and strength training 

equipment. The fitness area with panoramic 

mirrors are ideal for classes in yoga, dance 

and aerobics. 

During workouts you can enjoy the 

inspirational view on Pushkin Square and 

exciting Moscow city center life.

GYM
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The spa is represented by Kinari SPA – a chain 

of the luxury spa in Moscow. It offers a big 

variety of Thailand treatments with a 

European level of comfort. 

The oldest healing practices, accompanied 

with the calm melodies, magical aromas and 

soft flickering of candles, will open up new 

sensual dimensions and bring an inner and 

outer perfection.

For all the guests is available aqua zone with 

a sauna, hammam, lounge area and mini pool. 

SPA
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YURA
RESTAURANT
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YURA restaurant has one of the most 

outstanding interiors among the best 

restaurants in Moscow. Brand chief Andrey 

Korobyak is from Estonia. His northern roots 

had a strong influence on his gastronomic 

style. He invariably followed the canons of 

Scandinavian cuisine while he has been 

working in Europe and the USA for a long time. 

All the dishes are based on principle of «from 

garden to the table». Being a fan of 

Scandinavian cuisine, Andrey relies on pure 

taste, naturalness and minimal thermal 

treatment.



CONFERENCE & EVENTS

The StandArt hotel Moscow offers many opportunities 

to arrange to cater public and private events of any 

size: conferences, seminars, trainings, presentations or 

interviews. It offers two comfortable, well-equipped 

conference rooms with four spacious rooms-

transformers with a total area of 332 sqm on the ninth 

floor, a separate reception area, a professional team of 

banqueting and conference managers.
www.standarthotel.com



LUNOKHOD
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Capacity 170 | Area 194 m2

Conference hall “Lunokhod” is set up in 

popular loft industrial style. Deep grey 

shades are making the décor of the floor and 

the walls, and intense black color of the 

ceiling becomes best possible background 

for the lighting system. Low sills make the 

space look wider, brighter and more 

attractive. 

Panoramic windows and daylight are the 

most attractive unique selling point of this 

conference hall.



TRES
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Capacity 65 | Area 138 m2

Conference hall “Tres” is done in art deco style, 

that can be guessed by rounded lines and the use 

of warm color natural wood. It’s unique style 

provides absolutely different atmosphere, 

comparing to Lunokhod hall. It’s warm lights and 

rounded corners make the space very comfortable 

and cozy.
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WEDDINGS
Outstanding atmosphere of the hotel and 

professional team will help to realize a glorious 

celebration of the most important day in your 

life. 

Wedding menu with unique recipes from brand 

chef and author's presentation can surprise 

even the most demanding gourmets.

A morning of the wedding day in StandArt Hotel 

Moscow will become an amazing start of the 

most remarkable moments. 
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The hotel is famous among creative people 
as theater directors, the representatives of 
museums, galleries, exhibitions. 

The StandArt Hotel became a place of the 
outstanding cultural and art events. Among 
our main partners are Moscow Museum of 
Modern Art, State Theatre of Nations, 
Electrotheater Stanislavsky and many 
others.

ART 
EVENTS
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OUR CLIENTS AND PARTNERS



STANDART HOTEL MOSCOW

MOSCOW, STRASTNOY BOULEVARD, 2

Tel. +7 495 587-77-30 / 32

Email: sales@standarthotel.com

www.standarthotel.com

CONTACTS


